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Stator coils of large rotating machines are divided into strands, which are transposed to reduce the inter-strand circu-
lating current loss. Circulating current analysis is required to evaluate the effect of transposition, but full 3D analysis
is difficult because of the complicated configuration of the transposed coils. In this paper, magnetic field analysis
model using 3D multi-layer finite element method is proposed to calculate the inter-strand circulating current in the
stator coil with both transposed and non-transposed parts in the coil end region. Then circulating currents are analyzed
considering the magnetic flux in the end region and some transposition patterns are compared.
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1. Introduction

As the enhancement of the efficiency of power systems has
become more important, it is required to evaluate the losses
accurately. In the stator windings of large rotating machines
such as the power generators, the coil bars are divided into
strands to reduce the eddy current loss (1) and these strands are
usually transposed in the stator core region (active part) (2) (3)

and sometimes in the coil end region (4) to reduce the inter-
strand circulating current. To evaluate the circulating current,
several works have been performed mainly on the transposi-
tion in the active part (5)–(13). The authors also have presented
analysis methods which can separately evaluate the causal
magnetic fluxes (10)–(12). But as for the transposition in the coil
end region, the leakage magnetic flux distributes in the open
space and it is not easy to evaluate the flux distribution and
the complicated features of the transposed strands. Then, the
authors have constructed an analysis model of the circulating
current in the coil transposed in the end region with multi-
slice 2D finite element method (FEM) (14) but the solved prob-
lem was on the assumption that the transposition pitch in the
coil end region is approximated to be uniform though actual
coil end generally has a part without transposition. Further-
more, in the 2D method, the twisted shaped of the strands and
the connection part at the most end of the half coil where the
strands are shorted cannot be modeled.

As for analysis methods for the twisted object, some meth-
ods have been proposed in the field of induction motors, in
which rotor bars are skewed. In a widely used multi-slice
2D FEM (15)–(17), a skewed rotor is divided in several regions
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in axial direction and assumed to be step-wise sub-regions.
Then, a simplified multi-layer method (18), in which each layer
has twisted so as to express the skewed rotor slot, has been
proposed to consider in-plane eddy current due to the perpen-
dicular flux and the effects of the end-ring of the rotor bar and
end windings. In these methods, simple and practical model-
ing techniques are discussed to enhance the efficiency of the
analysis works.

Then, magnetic field analysis model using 3D multi-layer
FEM is proposed to calculate the circulating current in the
stator bar which includes strands transposed in the coil end
region to simulate the detailed structure such as non-uniform
transposition configuration or the connection part. Then as an
example, circulating current analyses considering with both
transposed and non-transposed parts in the coil end regions
are performed and the effect of the transposition is discussed
for some variations of transposition pattern.

The solved model in this paper is approximated in a step-
wise shape which can also be solved with multi-slice 2D
FEM. But the proposed method can be expanded to more
detailed model with some modification such as twisting the
elements and adding the connection part to simulate the re-
turning strand current.

2. Analyzed Machine and Stator Winding

2.1 Analyzed Machine The inter-strand circulating
current described here is mainly related to large rotating ma-
chines, such as the turbogenerators and the hydrogenerators.
In this paper, analyses were performed on a 200MVA class
hydrogenerator with frequency of 50 Hz.
2.2 Stator Winding In the generators targeted in this

paper, the conductors of the armature windings generally
consist of double layers of half coils, which are connected to
the corresponding half coils. Figure 1(a) illustrates a typical
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(a) Cross section of coil bar and slot (b) Transposition of strand

Fig. 1. Stator coil of a power generator and strand

cross section of the stator coils. It is composed of layers of
mutually insulated conductor strands to reduce eddy current
loss. As the strands are shorted at the both ends, electromo-
tive force arises when the induced voltage by the interlinkage
flux differs in each strand. Then inter-strand circulating cur-
rents are induced which lead to additional losses. In order to
eliminate such losses, the strands are commonly transposed
as shown in Fig. 1(b).

The conductors are wound and treated by insulating tapes,
through which coils are cooled in the indirect cooling type
generators. The designers of the generators must be careful
to keep the temperature limit of the insulating material not to
be damaged. In the analyzed machine, the armature coil is
composed of 2 columns and 26 rows of strands.

3. Circulating Current and Strand Transposition

3.1 Circulating Current The loss in the armature
winding is classified in the dc resistance loss and ac loss.
The ac loss consists of eddy current loss, inter-strand circu-
lating current loss, and inter-circuit circulating current loss
in the windings in parallel. The magnetic flux which causes
the inter-strand circulating current loss, which is mainly dealt
with in this paper, is also divided into slot flux in the core re-
gion and coil end flux. Furthermore, the coil end flux is cat-
egorized into coil end internal leakage flux (Bi) and coil end
external flux. Figure 2 shows schematic diagrams of these
fluxes and coil strands. The coil end external flux can be di-
vided into two components of direction, transverse (Bt) and
vertical (Bv) to the coil height direction (4). This classification
would be helpful for understanding the circulating current be-
havior and also for taking measures to reduce the losses.
3.2 Variation of Strand Transposition Figure 3 il-

lustrates the strand transposition diagrams of the stator con-
ductor bar. Figures 3(a) to (c) present the strands which are
transposed only in the active part in the core region, namely
not transposed in the coil end part. The 360 degree trans-
position (2) includes the strands which rotate in one cycle in
the active part. Similarly, in the 450 degree transposition,
the strands rotate in one and a quarter cycle, and in the 540
degree transposition, one and a half cycle (3).

For each transposition configuration, the interlinkage flux
in the active part is cancelled when the core is uniform and
the strands are transposed as mentioned above. But the volt-
age induction by the interlinkage flux in the coil end part is
doubled in the 360 degree transposition that leads to the cir-
culating current. To improve this, the 450 and 540 degree
transposition are aimed to reduce the voltage induction in the

(a) Internal leakage flux (b) External leakage flux

Fig. 2. Coil end leakage flux

(a) 0-360-0 degree transposition

(b) 0-450-0 degree transposition

(c) 0-540-0 degree transposition

(d) 90-360-90 degree transposition

Fig. 3. Strand transposition variation, where “C.C.” de-
notes the circulating current

Fig. 4. Strand transposition including coil end regions

coil end part.
As denoted in the caption of the Fig. 4, the transposition

configuration is expressed arranging the angle in a coil end
part, an active part and another coil end part as “0-360-0”,
“0-450-0”, and “0-540-0” respectively for the 360, 450, and
540 degree transposition in the active part without coil end
transposition. As shown in Figs. 3(b) to (c), the transposition
pitch in the border zone of the active part is the half of the
other part for the “0-450-0” and the “0-540-0” transposition.

Figure 3(d) illustrates an example of the transposition in
the coil end parts (4). The strands are 90 degree transposed in
each coil end part as well as 360 degree transposition in the
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active part so as to reduce the voltage induction. This type of
transposition is expressed as “90-360-90” in this paper.

Figure 4 shows an example of the coil end transposition in
the top coil. In this figure, the strands are transposed partly
in the coil end region and the transposed area is in the sta-
tor core side of the coil end. In this paper, the ratio of the
transposed length Ltr to the coil end length Lend is defined as;

Rtr =
Ltr

Lend
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (1)

The relation between Rtr and the circulating current loss is
studied in this paper.

4. Analysis Model

4.1 Analysis Model Corresponding to Leakage Flux
As described in the former chapter, the leakage fluxes

which produce circulating currents are classified according
to their region and their current source. The circulating cur-
rent can be analyzed separately due to the inducing leakage
flux.

The analysis flow is expressed in Fig. 5. First, in the active
part, as the coils are surrounded by the magnetic material ex-
cept at the slot opening, magnetic reluctance to the leakage
flux is small and the direction of the leakage flux is mostly re-
stricted to a transverse direction. The radial flux could be ne-
glected especially for the indirectly cooled generators whose
slot is much deeper than is wide. Therefore, the circulating
current due to the leakage flux in the active part (Ia

c ) is calcu-
lated by solving network equations on the strand currents (12).

The circulating current due to the leakage flux in the coil
end part (Ii

c, It
c Iv

c ), is calculated separately according to the
categorized components in section 3.1. The external flux (Bt,
Bv) is calculated by another coil end magnetic field analysis
considering the 3D geometry of the coil end region (11).

Then ac analysis is performed using a complex analysis on
each categorized flux (10). The FE analysis model with the coil
end region of both sides is analyzed simultaneously with the
resistance and the inductance of the strand in the active part.
4.2 2D Method (without Coil End Transposition)
The 2D analysis model considering the coil end flux with-

out coil end transposition is described in (10) and (11). The
strands in the coil end region are modeled with 2D meshes
and 2 analysis regions represent coil end region 1 and 2 re-
spectively as shown in Fig. 6(a). In each region, a constraint
condition is imposed so that the strand current is the same in
corresponding strand mesh regions and the flux of all the re-
gions is calculated simultaneously (19) (20). The FE mesh around
the coil is depicted in Fig. 6(b). In the figure, the strand num-
ber is also indicated.

The governing equation is

rot

(
1
μ

rotA
)
= − jωσA − σgradφ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (2)

where A is the magnetic vector potential, φ is the electric
scalar potential, μ is permeability and σ is conductivity. In
the 2D problem, A has only z component and can be written
as Az.

The functional is shown in (3), where Y is the admittance
matrix corresponding to the resistance and the inductance of

Fig. 5. Analysis flow

(a) analysis model with 2 mesh regions

(b) mesh around the coil

Fig. 6. FE mesh and strand number

the strand in the active part, β is the element of the cut set ma-
trix which corresponds to the connection between the strands,
C is variable corresponding to the strand current, n is the row
number of the strands and the suffix k and l corresponding to
the strand number. L is the longitudinal length of the anal-
ysis region and useful to consider the difference of the coil
end length of each end (20). Note that some of 2D commercial
software cannot deal with the analysis regions whose longi-
tudinal lengths are different.

χ =

∫ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(rotAz)

2

2μ
+

jωσ
2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝Az −
∑

k

βknCk

L

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ dS L

+ jω
∑
k,l

YklCkCl · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (3)

Examples of the flux distribution are shown in Fig. 7. Fig-
ures 7(b) and 7(c) include 2 analysis regions. As both flux
distributions present real part of the complex analysis, which
represent the source of magnetic flux. Figure 7(b) illustrates
the internal fluxes which originate in the coil current itself.
In this model, the total coil current is given and the analysis
is done so as the sum of the strand current becomes the to-
tal current. Figure 7(c) denotes the end-external fluxes which
originate in the flux by the other coils, the rotor coil and the
magnetic structures. This analysis deals with the transverse
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(a) schematic diagram of a stator coil and a strand

(b) end-internal flux (c) end-external flux

Fig. 7. 2D Circulating current analysis model (without
coil end transposition) and examples of flux distribution
(real part)

(a) strand stepwise approximation

(b) end-internal flux

(c) end-external flux

Fig. 8. 2D Circulating current analysis model (with
coil end transposition) and examples of flux distribution
(imaginary part)

leakage flux and the analysis on the vertical leakage flux is
done apart from this analysis. The validation of the analysis
has been presented by some of the authors (11) and its summary
is described in Appendix.
4.3 2D Multi-slice FEM (with Coil End Transposi-

tion) As for the analysis model with coil end transposi-
tion, the strands are approximated as step-wise configuration
and each step is expressed as a layer of sub-region. When
the transposition pitch in the coil end region is uniform and
the full length of the coil end strands are transposed, the lon-
gitudinal length of the sub-region, L of the equation (3), can
be treated as equal (14) and general 2D software is available. In
each sub-region, a constraint condition is imposed on the cor-
responding strand currents similarly to the model of Fig. 6.
Figure 8 shows examples of the flux analysis results in the
coil end region. In the model of Fig. 8, there are 28 inde-
pendent analysis regions to express the 13 steps for both coil
end regions and the corresponding strands are connected by
the external circuit. The shown flux distribution presents the
imaginary part, which mainly presents the flux due to the in-
duced current including the circulating current and the eddy
current.
4.4 3D Multi-layer FEM To study the problem

which cannot be solved with 2D analysis such as the model
to express the detail of the twisted strands and the connection
part at the most end part of the coil end, 3D multi-layer anal-
ysis model has been developed. Here, this model is adapted

Fig. 9. FE meshes and strand number

to the problem in which there are non-transposed parts in the
coil end region.

The governing equation is (2) and the edge element method
was applied (21). The vertical element length of the sub-region
is varied corresponding to the longitudinal length of each
strand part as shown in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 9, there are 28 independent analysis regions simi-
lar to the model of Fig. 8 but the longitudinal length of the
region 1 and 28 is larger than the other regions. The corre-
sponding strands are connected with external circuit. In this
model, the division number of the element in the longitudinal
direction is 1. The external magnetic field is given to each
analysis region and the magnetic analysis is performed using
the 2-potential method (22).

5. Analysis Results

5.1 Analysis Condition The results solved by the 3D
multi-layer FEM is described in this chapter though the prob-
lem might be solved by the 2D multi-slice FEM as the strands
are approximated with step-wise sub-regions. This is because
that this modeling would be suitable to many 3D analysis pro-
grams which are available for lots of designers.

For the coil end transposition, non-transposed part is con-
sidered. The strands are transposed in the region near the
stator core and the ratio of the transposed length to the total
coil end length Rtr is set to 25, 50, 75 and 100%. In this study,
transposition pitch is not restricted though, in the actual de-
sign, a minimum transposition pitch is defined due to such as
the manufacturing limitations.
5.2 Strand Current The current density contour dis-

tribution is displayed in Fig. 10. Though the sub-regions of
the analysis model in Fig. 8 are placed side by side, the ele-
ments are moved so as to show the longitudinal current dis-
tributions. Furthermore, the longitudinal length is multiplied
by 0.1 to clarify the distributions. The current due to the ex-
ternal transverse flux and the range of the contour bar is the
same in both of the figures. The figures show that the same
colored area moves diagonally from the upper left position of
the transposed area to the center right position on the front
surface of the conductor, which corresponds to the 90 degree
coil end transposition. It can be seen that the current density
in Rtr = 50% (Fig. 10(b)) is lower than that in Rtr = 100%
(Fig. 10(a)).

Figure 11 shows the strand current distribution, which
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(a) Rtr = 100% (b) Rtr = 50%

Fig. 10. Contours of current density distribution due to
the external transverse flux (The longitudinal length is
multiplied by 0.1)

(a) Internal flux

(b) External traverse flux

(c) External vertical flux

Fig. 11. Circulating current distribution in strands for
the variation of transposition

depicts the ratio to the averaged load current of each strand.
As for the strand number, No.1 denotes the strand in the up-
permost and left part and the numbers are defined in the an-
ticlockwise direction as presented in Fig. 6. The circulating
current for the “0-540-0” transposition is not presented be-
cause it coincides with that for the “0-360-0” for the inter-
nal flux and becomes 0 for the external flux. As shown in
Fig. 11(a), the “0-450-0” and the “90-360-90” transpositions
reduce the circulating current due to the coil end internal flux
and the end transposition is the most effective for this flux.

The “0-450-0” and “90-360-90” transpositions partially
cancel the voltage induction due to the external flux as shown
in Figs. 11(b), (c).

When the transposition ratio Rtr becomes larger, the cir-
culating current due to the internal flux becomes smaller as
shown in Fig. 11(a). On the other hand, the circulating cur-
rent due to the external flux becomes large when the ratio
increases. This is because that, for the “90-360-90” trans-
position, the induced voltage in the non-transposed area can-
cels with each other end part like the “0-540-0” transposition.
Therefore if the ratio of transposed length decreases, the area
where the voltages are canceled increases.
5.3 Strand Loss Increase Figure 12 shows a

Fig. 12. Distribution of loss increase due to the circulat-
ing current for the variations of the transposition

Fig. 13. Transposition variation and loss increase due to
circulating current

distribution of loss increase due to the circulating current for
the variations of the transposition. The loss increase is the
ratio to the dc resistance loss. It is apparent that the loss in-
crease for the “0-360-0” transposition is the largest and the
deviation of the strand loss is also large. For the “0-540-0”
transposition, the loss and the deviation is the smallest among
the transposition variations excluding the coil end transposi-
tion. The “0-450-0” and the “90-360-90” transpositions are
in the middle of those.

As for the transposition ratio Rtr, when it becomes smaller,
the loss increase becomes smaller. This inclination is similar
to the current due to the external flux because it is dominant
on the circulating current.
5.4 Average Coil Loss Increase Figure 13 shows the

average loss increase in the coil for the variations of the trans-
position. The vertical axis is the ratio to the total loss in-
crease of the “0-360-0” transposition. The loss increase due
to the internal flux is zero for Rtr = 100%, but with the de-
crease of Rtr, the loss due to the internal flux increases. On
the other hand, the loss increase due to the external flux de-
creases along with the percentage. In this case, the total loss
increase is the smallest for Rtr = 50%.
5.5 Transposition Ratio and Coil End Flux As the

total circulating current is the sum of the current due to the
internal and external flux, total loss depends on the ratio be-
tween the internal and external losses. Figure 14 shows a re-
lation between transposition ratio and the loss increase when
the external flux is varied. When the external flux is 2 times
the original case, the Rtr for minimum loss is 25%. On the
other hand, when the external flux becomes smaller, the Rtr

for minimum loss becomes larger. Namely the optimum per-
centage varies with the amount of the coil end flux. The Rtr

should be determined according to the ratio between the in-
ternal and the external flux which would change with various
design parameters such as coil dimension, coil end length,
magnetomotive force ratio between rotor and stator etc.
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Fig. 14. Transposition ratio and loss increase due to cir-
culating current

6. Conclusion

A circulating current analysis model using 3D multi-layer
FEM is proposed and the circulating current losses have been
compared on transposition configuration. The loss analysis
results considering the magnetic flux in the coil end region
have been described.

- By the proposed analysis method, the circulating current
in the transposed strands in coil end regions can be evaluated
and the loss with respect to each causal magnetic flux can be
investigated.

- On the coil end transposition, with the decrease of the
longitudinal transposed ratio, the circulating current loss due
to the internal flux increases, whereas that due to the external
flux decreases.

- On the conditions of the machine dealt with in this paper,
the total loss increase is the smallest when the longitudinal
transposed ratio is 50% but it depends on the rate of internal
and external flux. Therefore the optimum percentage would
vary with the amount of the coil end flux.
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Appendix

Details of the comparison between the analysis result and
the measured results are reported in reference (11) by some
of the authors. Here, the main results are described.
1. Comparison with The Measurement
1.1 Analyzed Machine The machine studied in this

appendix is a 150MVA class, 60 Hz, air cooled turbogenera-
tor, whose stator coils are indirectly cooled with the air flow-
ing in the ventilation ducts arranged in the stator core and the
rotor coils are directly cooled with the air flowing through
the holes in the coil. As for the stator coil of this machine,
two kinds of transposition angle in the active region are set-
tled, 360 degree (“0-360-0”) and 350 degree (“0-350-0”) re-
spectively. The “0-350-0” transposition includes the strands
which rotate in less than one cycle in the active part (“incom-
plete transposition”) (13) (23) and intended to reduce the circulat-
ing current loss by cancelling the leakage flux in the coil end
part (12).
1.2 Measurement As the direct measurement of the

circulating current loss is not easy, the coil temperature was
studied to evaluate the loss distribution. The temperature was
measured with the standard resistance temperature detectors
(RTDs) installed between the top and bottom coils as illus-
trated in app. Fig. 1. Operation conditions are no-load (open)
and three phase short circuit (short).
1.3 Temperature Analysis The 3D temperature anal-

ysis model is shown in app. Fig. 2. The strand losses were
calculated by the method described in section 3.2 and given
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app. Fig. 1. Position of RTDs

app. Fig. 2. Temperature analysis model

app. Fig. 3. Measured and calculated results of coil tem-
perature rise

in each strand as heat source. The heat transfer boundary con-
dition was calculated with a ventilation analysis considering
the ventilation path of the whole generator.
1.4 Comparison of The Results The measured and

calculated temperature is shown in app. Fig. 3. The illustrated
values are the ratio of the temperature rise in the “0-350-0”
transposition coil to that in the “0-360-0” transposition coil.
In each location, the measurement and calculation agrees in
the range of 2% difference. This result shows the effective-
ness of the incomplete transposition and the validity of the
analysis.
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